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"Heroes and Villains" is a song written and produced by Brian Wilson with words by Van Dyke Parks,
recorded by the American rock band the Beach Boys.
Heroes and Villains - Wikipedia
In fiction, villains commonly function in the dual role of adversary and foil to the story's heroes. In their role as
an adversary, the villain serves as an obstacle the hero must struggle to overcome.
Villain - Wikipedia
I got my highly anticipated silhouette machine {This is the one I have} last week & I couldn't wait to create
something special with it.I knew I wanted to have the Descendants main villains {Jafar, Maleficent, Evil
Queen, Cruella De Vil} be the focal point of the party. So, I uploaded their images, traced them & turned them
into silhouettes then cut them out on vinyl.
Disney Villains Party + Descendants Silhouettes
Heroes and villains. This age-old conflict goes back as far as human history has been recorded. As far as
most of us know, the good guys came out on top most of the time.
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